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Segenhoe Church - Andy only  
 

General 

Dry, some clouds and sunshine. 

Ambient Sounds 

Wind in the trees.  Aircraft flying overhead, traffic noise from nearby roads.   

 

Equipment List  

Andy 

Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Olympus  Digital Voice Recorder WS-500M  

EMF meter: K-II  

Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

 

Oz 

Barometer 

Notepad and pen 

 

Vigil 1: Segenhoe Church – 11.45 – 12:15 - Andy is seated inside the Church 
next to the tomb 
11:50 Andy takes a temperature reading of 12.1c  

11:53 Andy reads a short passage from the bible aloud. 

11:54 Andy gets a pain in his head that comes and goes 

12:04 Andy senses that something is behind him in the corner of the church but does not see anything. 

12:08 Andy picks up the image of a woman in a long flowing blue dress 

12:10 Helicopter flies over head. 

12:15 vigil ends  

 

Vigil 2 Church Area 12:15 – 12:45 Andy is located in the middle of the church 
facing the wooden doors 
12:15 Andy has found the wooden church doors half open and spends ten minutes checking the doors 

for answers.  Andy finds that the door locks are rusty and the doors themselves are heavy.  Andy makes 

sure that the doors are securely shut. 

12:20 Andy begins EVP experiment 

12:34 Andy finishes EVP experiment 
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12:45 Vigil 2 ends 

Vigil 2 Church Area 12:50 – 13:05 Andy is located in outside the church facing 
the outer wooden doors. A bible has been placed on the doors along with the K2 
EMF meter 

12:50 Andy Takes a Temperature reading of 19c 

13:05 End of vigil 

       

Millbrook Chapel 

 Pre - investigation   

Andy is joined on the investigation by Oz. 

Unfortunately due to heavy growth of stinging nettles and a bee nest in the area this makes it 

impossible for the team to conduct anything other than photographs of the site from a distance.   

 

 

 

St Micheal and All Angels 
Pre-vigil  

Andy senses that this time he is allowed into the church after be warned not to go there on previous 

occasion by sources unknown  

 

Vigil 1 14:30 - 15:00 Oz took up position on a bench next to the church building 
for the first vigil.  Andy is located at the front on the pathway leading up to the 
church. 
 

14:30 Oz audio recording was hampered by agricultural activity to the east and a fairly consistent and 

brisk wind. Several pictures taken of the area with nothing unusual to report.  

14:35 Andy takes a temperature reading of 17.8c. Andy begins EVP experiment 

14:55 Andy ends EVP experiment 

15:00 vigil ends 

 

Vigil 2  15:05 - 15:35 Oz is at the south end of the church graveyard and Andy is 
now at the rear of the church building itself 

15:05 Andy takes a temperature reading of 19.2 and begins an EVP experiment.    

15:06 Oz audio recording similarly hampered by the environment.  Oz has a feeling of melancholy 

during this vigil but believes it was brought about from reading the inscriptions on the nearby grave 

stones, some of which were dedicated to very young deceased.  

15:16 Andy can smell smoke and also the smell of cut grass  
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15:25 While standing beneath a tree in the corner of the church yard Oz has a feeling of someone 

standing nearby; took several pictures at this point but nothing revealed on review.  Oz also checks his  

Barometer held at 995mb and no magnetic fluctuations were recorded throughout this part of the 

investigation. 

St Mary Clophill 

Both Oz and Andy go to St Mary church at Clophill but are followed up the lane by a local resident in 

his car.  Once at the site the local resident informs Andy and Oz that there is a rare bird nesting in the 
church and can they not go onto the site.  Both Oz and Andy agree to this and end the investigation. 

 

Post investigation 

There was no paranormal activity recorded on this investigation  


